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THE
N£GOBOOS
Fandom’s Only Non-Partisan Poll

I. Best new fan protege of 1984.

2. Best fan poll of 1984.

3. Best dead fan of 1984.

4. Most boring Australian zine of 1984,

5. Most boring spectator sport of 1984.

6. Most vicious nice-guy in fandom.

7. Nicest hot-head in fandom.

8. Most non-existent fan of 1984

a) WaIly Snake Mi nd
b) Cesar Ignacio Ramos 
c) Saara Mar 
d) D. West .

9. Most unpopular BOF of 1984.

10. Greatest loss of reputation in 1984.

II. Least appropriate nomination for 
Best Fanzine in the 1985 Hugos.

12. Most awaited final issue

a) Innuendo
b) Void 30
c) Warhoon 31
d) Class Act 2
e) Fancyclopedia I I I
f) DNQ 34
g) New Canadian Fandom 7

13. Least contested Taff race of all time

14. Most profitable con of all time.

15. Concom most non-commital about 
prof its of all ti me.

Fill in your nominations on any reason
able facsimile of the printed ballot 
and don’t bother to maiI it to 1812-415 
Wi Ilowdale Ave, WiIlowdale Ontario. 
I can pretty much guess the results 
anyway...

DNQ 33 DNO 33 DNQ 33 DNQ 33 DNQ 33 DNQ 33
33 DMO 33 DNQ 33 DNO 33 DNQ 33 DNQ 33 DNQ
DNQ 33 DNQ 33 DNQ 33 DNO 33 DMO 33 DNO 33

December 1984 — The Non-sequentia I Fanzine

@ Tarai Wayne, 1812 415 WiIlowdale Ave. 
Willowdale Ontario, m2n 5b4 (416) 221 3517

Those of you who are perceptive may notice 
a number of chronological absurdities 
concerning the last two issues of DNO.

For one thing, this issue is published 
several months after the last issue, DNQ 
34. Yet the contents page of DNQ 34 is 
dated October 1983. How it happened is 
tha,t I had a cover for number 33 back in 
1980. When it became clear what an 
ambitious issue I’d bit off to chew, I 
decided it should have artwork of my own 
as a cover, but I had already printed 
covers of DNO 33 with Jerry Collins art. 
So I decided to publish separate issues, 
and the ambitious one would be number 34.

Time passed. Deadlines came and went like 
lost civiIizations. Finally I began to 
print, in October 1983. Little did I guess 
that printing would only be finished hours 
before leaving by plane for LA, in August 
1984. I would have laughed out loud if 
told that only 40 copies would be collated 
that summer, and that the other 185 would 
have to wait until November. Or that I’d 
put together DNQ 33 after that, in three 
days...

You may fond this issue's contents a bit 
hard to explain. I don’t intend even to 
try, since the editor who chose some of the 
material is another person lost three or, 
four years in the past. As science fiction 
fans, though, we all know that the past 
can’t be changed.



Fandom has been defined many times by manv people as many things. It has been said to 
be a taste, a feel, a colour, and a family, but it is none of these things as each of 
these attempts to capture the essence of fandom is merely descriptive. What will onlv 
do is a prescriptive definition, and I don’t mean paregoric...
The classic fanzines such as Quandry, Hyphen and Oopsla! have much in common, but lit
tle that we can identify as the root of their faanishness. They were all pubbed on 
mimeo paper, stapled together at one edge, and were written in English most times.
But so are most church bulletins, pamphlets for fascist rallies, and McDonald’s fran
chise newsletters. These are rarely faanish, so the quintessential factor must lie 
elsewhere. My belief is that the quality that sets fanzines apart from their mundane 
counterparts is the maintenance of a gestalt, and a distinct aesthetic.
The aesthetic is easily appreciated. Whereas a mundane publication isn’t good until 
it reaches professional standards, often a fanzine is hurt by professionalism. The 
faanish aesthetic prescribes certain techniques which can be excelled at without vast 
sums of money. Talent and care suffice. Eschewing on-stencil artwork and lettering 
guides may only let other standards than faanish apply and invite odious comparisons 
with Playboy. The further removed from the model aesthetic a zine is, the more it is 
in peril of stripping itself of its faanish quality, and the more careful its editor 
must be to maintain appearances.

The gestalt is more difficult to explain. It includes several elements such as spon
taneity, absurdity, and excitement. But the most important element in the gestalt by 
far is the formation of an inner circle, a stable of writers, artists and letterhacks 
that will embody in miniature the spirit of fandom. The contributors should constant
ly interact and generate personality as if they were live and together before the rea
der. One faanish zine by itself, though, is probably too isolated. The gestalt is 
stronger if there are two zines constantly referring to each other and the. contribu
tors. Three zines are even better. And it is best if the contributors are all the 
same people. Thus can a half dozen people create the illusion of enormous amounts of 
fanac and for a time be the center of attention of all fandom as its focal point.
'.'W reasons contribute to the decreased faanishness of today’s fandom. It can be 

minted out that too many contemporary editors pursue eccentric courses and never es- 
tabi’.-h the essential gestalt of tie-ins and in-groupishness. Uncommunicative. loners 
instead of interacting fans. More important, perhaps, is the disintegrating aesthetic. 
It is almost exceptional to publish a zine on twiltone by mimeo in this day of cheep 
xerography, offset reduction and computer printout, and lamentably ’’professional” 
practices such as sidebars, dropped headings and cover blurbs are becoming prevalent. 
One particularly pernicious encroachment on the faanish preserve has never been com
mented on to my knowledge, and it is about time someone spoke out against it.
Of late more and more fans are resorting to duplicated address labels. It started as 
a convenience with sheets of peel-off stickers you could roll into your typer and type 
out your mailing list. Prom this largely harmless though graceless practice it became 
common to run off ditto copies onto labels. This is clearly a mass-production tech
nique unbecoming to the faanish aesthetic and leads naturally to computer generated 
labels and other degeneracies. Prominent technofans have preached utopian visions of 
a future in which fanzines would no longer exist except as electronic impulses availa
ble only through computers. ।

Fan awareness of itself is so low that it is necessary to expand on this. At one time 
the danger would have been immediately obvious, and it is a symptom of how close we 
are to our downfall that this is no longer so. The danger, of course, is that mass 
produced labels are professional practices, that they will adulterate the unique 
faanish experience with values from the competitive world. Today xeroxed labels; to- 
morrow nationwide newsstand distribution and mafia control. Let File 770 and The 
Monthly Monthly use an addressograph without rebuke and soon it will be your turn to 
be rebuked for not publishing interviews with Barry Longyear or articles on writing by 
Darrell Schweitzer-

Aside from the moral dangers, there is your artistic integrity at stake. All mass- 
produced address labels look alike — they have no character. But each and every fan 
has a handwriting style that is unmistakably his or hers, and tells much about their 
personalities. One issue the addresses may be written hurriedly, on another leisure
ly, on a third by another hand, giving tantalizing hints of the circumstances of each 
issue’s creation.

But it is Irrefutably the faanish tradition we must preserve. Xerox and print-out 
labels were never used by the jiants of fanhistory, and what was good enough for Laney, 
Burbee, Willis and Berry is good enough for us.



^/JOHN BERRY
Most of us, at one time or another, have had passing moments of terror, or horror ... it’s 
all part of life. When it’s all over, and the psychiatrist has pocketed his fee, perhaps 
(even though in moments of solitude we relive those fearful happenings) we can laugh or 
even boast about it to an admiring group. Then, when you’ve told your story, you can see 
their minds racing feverishly, trying to stir up the grey matter, so that they can tell a 
story, be it true or untrue, which is even more horrible, eerie or macabre. Thus the early 
hours of the morning creep round, and we have to furtively creep to our respective beds, 
looking anxiously over our shoulders for the things that go ’bump in the night’.
I’ve had my moments ... and even though I haven’t got any grey hairs, one really terror
laden night sticks in my memory, and if it is true that complete horror can cause the hair 
to whiten overnight, by rights I should now be nick-named Snowy.
As a prelude, I must take one paragraph to describe one minor night of terror. This was 
before I was married. I was in the army, in England, and I had travelled over to Belfast
for Christmas, to be with my (then) fiancee Diane, at her parent's home. They had a big
party, lasting for three days. Sleeping accommodation was cramped, and I had to sleep 
with two other male guests. I was in the middle ...

This nerve-shaking scream woke me up, and at the same time I felt cold fingers clutching
round my neck. The chap on my right was having’a nightmare and I seemed to be the personi
fication of what he’d been dreaming about. His eyes were wide (I’ve never seen such eyes) 
and the moonlight gave his face a deathly pallor. The other chap, who seemed to know the 
form, gripped him by the back of the neck, unclenched his fingers from round my Adam's 
Apple, and dumped him on the pillow. In my subconscious, I recollected that the nightmare 
was heralded by mumblings and heavy breathing, so each time my sleeping companion gave the 
slightest suggestion of anything more than a grunt, I coughed and eased myself around with 
as much movement as possible, to rouse him from whatever irked him.
Next morning, I didn’t say anything, but just gave him back the five pounds I owed him. 
I’m not exactly a fool, but ...
But now to my real night of fear ...

* * * * ♦ * * * *
I had been in the army about a year. It was 1945. I’d been to a dance at a town about 
ten miles from camp ... I’d walked all the way back, climbed through a gap in the hedge 
and surreptitiously made my way back to a# hut. It was a long hut, of wooden contraction, 
and it housed about twenty soldiers ... the crude single beds along both sides, facing 
each other, were full of sleeping soldiery ... I slept close to the door, halfway down one 
side of the hut.

I felt fine, but tired. It was a wonderful feeling, to have undergone considerable physi
cal exertion (in addition to the walk back) and then to lie back and think all about it.
I was thirsty. I crept out of bed, took a mess tin out of my equipment under the bed, 
opened the door across to the Ablutions, poured ice-cold water into the tin, tiptoed back 
to the hut, and sneaked into the barely-warw bed again. I had a sip of the water ... it 
was delicious-. I knew I had only about three hours sleep in front of me, but I was so 
superbly fit in those days that I knew I would wake up refreshed when the idiot blew his 
bugle at 6s30 am.
I took another sip, allowed the water to trickle down the cracks in my tongue. The details 
are so lucid in my mind, you see, and I suppose they'll always be. I put the tin under 
the bed, snuggled down in amonst the blankets, my hands behind my head, tingling with anti
cipation of a few hours snatched sleep, and thinking why I’d missed the transport and had 
to walk, and would I see her again ... but I’m not going to put that in my memoirs.
The scene then ... dark room, but with enough moonlight to see details without too much 
eye-strain ... maybe just after 4 am ... the odd snore, the slight movement, a cough ... 
and me near to sleep ... when it happened ...
Understand there is no gripping climax here; I'm just truthfully describing a few moments 
which have stamped themselves on my mind ... there are even tears in my eyes as I describe 
this, because I’m really re-living it, like I said in the first paragraph back there. You 
might say, "Christ, that’s nothing”, but you weren’t there ...
In the bed opposite me, the blankets suddenly grew, like a pyramid. Slowly/. A face was 
at the top, a white face, with a bewildered expression in its eyes. The blankets dropped.

his -’hite vest cm. He looked, or so it seemed, straight at me. For perhaps a min



ute„ ?t ' -."A like hours. Then he slowly got out of bed.
And then, it started.
He moved to the next bed, gripped the blemket near the face of'the sleeper, pulled the 
blanket back for about twelve inches,, and than, like a zombis, he lowered his face so that 
his eyes raust have been a couple of inches frost the eyes of the sleeper. A lew secondse 
and he drev upright again,, replacing the blankets. I hoped he’d nip back into his bed 
again. But no such luck. He moved to the next bed ... then the next, and each time his 
limbs moved stiffly,, as if he had little control ever-them, he lowered the blanket to clear 
the face, o<.nd he gave with the peepers.
Sell, frankly, I was interested in this phenomenon. I wondered what the hell was wrong 
with him? I recall that I appraised his behaviour clinically. Just what was he doing? 
Then, my heert stopped. He’d reached the end of the room ... then he crossed to the first 
bed on sty side of the room, half -a dexen beds away* and he started the same procedure all 
ovex again ... then to the next bed, anti* my eyes wide with pure dribbling terror, be 
reached, the bed next to mine. X clicked ®y eyeballs across to see him. It sounWi© me 
like billiard balls clicking. '
His. face was grim, as though he'd gritted his teeth. His syes were like red-hot coals. 
I know that’s a worn cliche, but. nothing elsso can he so explicit. He’d looked into the 
face next to me; then he crossed to my bed.
I couldn't move. I was in a cold sweat. !• didn't move; just slid my eyes to look up at 
him. His hand.came up, clutching ... cold fingers dragged the blanket halfway down to wy 
chest. Then his head grew large ... it was truly a terrible experience ... and there were 
his aye® all I could see were eyes ... wide open ... vacant. . Quite honestly, if he’d 
winked, I’d have been out of that bed and still running. I didn’t move for a variety of 
reasons. CMe was that, he was obviously in a sowtabulent state, it could have been bad for 
his heart if he’d been woken suddenly in these circumstances. Another was that perhaps he 
i%igbt have heccim violent, and I was nearest to him. The reason was, I must confess, 
was that 1 ^utterly and completely terx’ified ®nd could not move.
Time, to flag another well-worn cliche, stood still. And th® silence seemed to boom. If 
you’ve been in a similar predicament, you’ll know what X wan ...
Then his head lifted, he replaced the blankets roughly, once again his icy fingers rasping 
across my face, and he moved to the bed on the other side of me.

He eventually completed the circuit.
He got hack into his bed, sort of laboured, and then he gave a low swan. Once more the 
blood chilled in my veins. It was the most despairing sound I have ever heard ... low ... 
tired ... frxxstrating ... tortured ... He lay dwn, and I blinked a couple of times, and 
wriggled ray toes. I would haw loved to have sipped sosse more cold water, but I was too 
scared to move. And then I heard one more sound, which reassured me a little- Further 
along the hut, on my side of the r«xsm, someone exhaled, and it came from his toes. I ex
haled too. I felt a communion with the other poor soul who, presumably, had suffered as
I had.

* * * * * * * * *
1 ■ ■ . '

Hext morning the sleep-walker didn’t seem to suffer any ill-effects. He was as happy as 
the rest of us. He was bigger than me, too, so I didn’t wake fun of him ox discuss his 
demeanour with the other men. X didn't even attempt to discover who was the other silent 
and jsstrified witness.
But I’ve often thought about it ...what exactly was he searching for? What tortured 
thoughts had nagged his subconscious mind into this harrowing safari ...?

Had he b«en abandoned as a baby, and deep down, it still troubled him?
And has he ever finally seen th® face he's been seeking, or even now, wherever he is, does 
he still nip from bed to bed?
And most thought-provoking of all, what happened, or what will happen, when, deep down, 
the face before his unseeing eyes registers ...

* * * » * » * * *

So sit there and sneer, X said it wasn't meh of a story, with no clissax. But I swear 
it really happened



RMdiM MO’s 25. 29 and 30 all at once was an interesting experience. UI three is
sues Pins the two TTPO's were guite readable free cover to cowr <S°^Z  ̂
true of newszines) though the best parts were f«nW not the ms. I.® cl 
three issues were Tarai's articles and John Berry's articles
Shaw and Tucket reprints. The peak artistic mteuU « without thi^

If ther*> was a rum award for Best Single Famine nece oi this aou-u
am year I have been active in tendon. This was unigue fantasy art.

Reading Ws 25, 29 and 30 all at once

in MQ 25.
9’et it for

~ Seth Goldberg, ?0 Box 7309, Menlo Perk CA 94025

recordThe 
how 
der

^,„,; floored m. leaks so dam real I thought at first it was a record. hnd 
mans of those black circles did you cut out? Hurt have about killed you. ho won- 
gon were depressed. _ Erlc Spring Lake, 140F Powers Us, Rochester M ,U62-

You fooled m I actually thought the record night be a real record. Very nige Job 
of nackaaing amwau. Haulm it’s one of those new superdcrogroove records that can 
mJ^be Planed on a special microscopic sized needle, which t don’t have. Is there any 
truth to any Ruth to the trama) that Saara is sitting in on the neat
Martha The Muffins record? nafeic~ Gary Deindorfer * Bellevue, #9B, Trenton XT 0861b

you reelin had ae going with the "record" of Boy Ping Pong. 'I was halfwag to the , 
irnfoTe I realised it wasn’t a real record. It i^t locks so authentic. Must

have been a giant pain in the tush cutting all these circles of black paper out, Jioug,.. 
~ J. Owen Harmer, 388 Jackson St., n, LibertyvllJe IL 60048

you know I bad actually found a short-run cassette and taken the cover off lag phono- 
graph before I discovered that the -record” was a fake ... *hat a burner Balu ■
mrefarn did actually publish a 45 rpv back in the 50’s under the fantasy Label, a 
Chuck Rein filksong on each side. _ j^ooks, 713 PauJ St., Newport News VA 23605

HARRY ’®'ER Jr. - 423 Sumit Ave., Hagerstown MD 21740 --------------- 
The Le ZOMBIE facsimile is wonderful for a couple of reasons. First, because It's a 
good fanzine even after all these years, many of whose allusions should be comprehensi
ble by today's younger fans. And secondly, because I think I was the first to propose 
in print such a thing as exact reproduction of entire issues of fine old fanzines,^now 
that electrostencils end office copiers and offset are in such general use that it s 
quite practical. This is the only way that mt fans haya any chance of owning copies 
of the best fanzines of the past, thanks to the way prices have gone out of sight on 
the most-publicized fanzines. Wilson's little entertainment made me feel guilty.. 
The local Goodwill Industry’s store had just put on display on one recent visit a cou
ple of wooden boxes filled'with 78 rpa records at 29C each. There must have been be- 



twsen 200 and 300 of them. 1 picked a few classical music records I wanted, but 
most of the discs were popular auaic ranging frm the 1920*s to the 1950’a. I asked 
the clerk if they intended to leave them like that, knowing how such breakage would re
sult as soon as a few kids started to root into those heavy stacks. She just shrugged, 
obviously not caring. I should have bought the whole batch, knowing I could always get 
ay money back by selling them to a dealer at the purchase price (almost any 78 rpm 
costs at least a buck at flea Barkers around here now) but I wasn’t sure I could handle 
such heavy boxes and I’d walked out to the store instead of driving and 1 own entirely
too many 78*s of all types of music already. The next time I went back to the store,
they’d removed the records from the boxes and put them atop a large table, and already
I’d estimate one-third were cracked or had hunks broken off the edges. By the time the
last of the batch was sold, I suspect, at least two-thirds had been destroyed and I 
could have saved upwards of a hundred precious old records from death if I’d been wil
ling to go.to some extra trouble. And Bob Wilson worries about breaking one. $ appre 
elate Tarai’s egoboo for we in the compli»ents to HORIZONS* But I don’t/think my FAPA 
contributions have been very good for nearly twenty years. I used to try hard to make 
HORIZONS entertaining and original, but then came the Edgar Allan Martin fuss which 
ruined my old verve for FAPA. Ever since I’ve just filled up HORIZONS with whatever I 
feel the impulse to write instead of thinking about other member's* interests and tastes. 
Time after time I’ve thought of converting HORIZONS to a generally available fanzine 
which I’d use for trades, thus liberating myself’from lochaeking. But I hate like poi
son the necessity to address and mail out issues of a fanzine; in fact, one closet in 
an upstairs bedroom is almost filled with the leftover copies of HORIZONS (the Coulsons 
send me about thirty extras of each issue) because I can’t force myself to send them 
to non-members who ask for copies or are mentioned prominently or are particularly in
terested in the topic in. certain issues.

// bought ^<7 ?8*s myself — old Spike Jones numbers
iv&luding Der Fuehrer rs Face and My Old Flame — but I cannot play them. To hear the 
songs I have to resort to a modem recording of Spike Janes* best and play them at 
33. I have the ?8 fs. for the same reason T also have a Raman denarius, a. couple of 
bullets from Gettysberg, and some half~a~billi^ fossil shells. History in

tend «a north ep^ in print. obvious eolutinn to Peiuatan(!e to ad

dress copies of HORIZONS is to have somebody keep a mailing list for you and to type 
the address labels. I think, however, it's your melancholy that prevents HORIZONS 
from circulating outside PAPA, and no rational hindrance. Perhaps it would be easier 
to farm out your HORIZONS material for reprinting in other sines? /

ERIC MAYER. - Spring Lake 140F, Powers Une, Rochester NY 14624 ..........................   - -
The Le Zombie reprint was marvelous. For years I’ve said I'd love to see someone re
print an entire old faneine (since I don’t get to sea them myself). Now how about a 
whole print mot Yea. Send out HYPHEN on a regular schedule; that way we can really 
experience it. You can Send along a list of the books that were appearing during those 
years so readers can really get into the feel of the era. x wW be if you
and Victoria get your genz^ne ^«t. There is so meh good stuff already in DNQ, but you 
have so dam many different formats that I think fandom tends not to notice. (Surely 
you have printed more good material in the last year, even aside from the news, than 
MAINSTREAM, which is so highly regarded. I*® afraid torn counts here more than sub
stance.)

/Republishing HYFHEN on a regular schedule is an intriguing idea, but it would take 
the editor away from his own zine to do it.. Tn some oases this might be an unexpee-

. ted bonne, and two reasons why _ _ _ (fill in your choice of fuggheads) should 
take on the job. All in all, tfwugh, F^islike the idea that the living should be 
placed, on the altar of the dead. In return the editor would get little, Fanp are 
notoriously slow to subscribe. The egoboo would belong mostly to Willis and the 
others of Irish Fandom. And, what's worse, who writes Iocs to a zine with a 20 year 
old' letter column? Defying logic, hi.ehawd Rergeron put the complete Willis back into 
print in the massive 28 (^25, from Dick at 1 West 72nd St, New York NY 10023),/

' LoCs-wi1-------- ———:
Mike Glicksohn - 508 Windennere Ave, Toronto Ontario, m6s 316 ------------- 

It is, of course, an impressive issue, if quite dated in spots. Happily, such of the 
material is timeless so the issue is a fine one indeed. It might have saved some 
confusion, though, had you included an explanation of the fact that such of the issue 
was on paper for stencil) at least: three years ago. And lots happens in three years, 
sh’'



^’efve never liked each other and se’ve rwv&r attested to hide that fact, but 
I*ve always publicly admitted ray admiration for your considerable abilities as an 
artist, a designer, a writer and a publisher. PNQ may not be your most accomplishes 
achievement fanzinewise but it must be your most ambitious and it is certainly an 
abating creation. There is such here that is truly excellent and the overall design 
and production is splendid. ' Your own artwork and your pastiches of other fanartists 
work are uniformly well-conceived and executed, so much so that, there are several, 
drawings I’m not at all sure of. It would not surprise me to learn that you are the 
only artist represented in the issue. naws/of A s^sing
number of typos, for example. And the design of page 3 simply doesn't work: it's 
far too difficult to read slanted type of that length so communication is severely 
hampered. But the issue »»■ a whole is clearly one of the most impressive fanzines to 
be published in years. Which isn’t that surprising since it took years to publish it. 
Then there are the outright factual mistakes, at least one of which is serious enough, 
to require retraction by any serious fanhistorian. Susan had nothing to do with 
Kevas 4 Trillium, that was Rosemary Ullyot. (She also won the posthumous Hugo in 
1981, which I'm surprised you left out. In addition, I entered the Ottawa fan scene 
in the summer of 1967, not 1970, which was when Susan and I were married. And Nerg 
won the Hugo in 1973, not for the Best Fanzine of 1973. Minor mistakes but they 
render the material suspect.) aistaS1.es y(su(ve emitted to posterity include
such matters as Bower's first fanzine, which wasn't Double:BilI by a long shot. You 
also have him writing about the joys of sharing « poker table with his friends which 
will surprise both Bill and his friends since I’ve never known him to play poker in 
the fifteen years we've been, friends. Bey£md there m j siBply disagree
with you. on, prinarily in your fanzine reviews. You don't seem to have much of an 
idea of what Bowers' fanzines are actually about (they are the most intensely ’g£rsmi&l:- 
zines since the demise of Don-o-Saur) but that's okay since they weren't writteiTTor 
you. What you do is criticize them for being something that they’re not. But what 
the flick, it's your, fanzine and you can be wrong if you want and there probably won’t 
ever be a follow-up lettercol so you're pretty safe anyway. (I was also touched by 
the irony of your remarks appearing in a fanzine in which you prattle cm about you and 
your friends and describe what you did at a convention. But of course that was only 
a small part of the issue, so there's a difference. Of degree, though.) y r fannish 
allegory was somewhat on the overwhelming side but nevertheless fascinating reading. 
I. don't seo it achieving the notoriety of The Enchanted Duplicator but not necessarily 
because of its more negative bias. There's a feeling of strain to the writing that 
mitigates against it becoming a classic. As if you were striving just a little too 
hard for symbolic turns of phrase. Still, it's a piece with considerable imagination 
and skill behind it: I certainly look forward, to a separate annotated version 
someday, with more illustrations to complement the text. Much of it went right over 
my head because I. wasn't as familiar with the sources being parodied as you were. 
(This is., I think, another reason why it won’t achieve the same status as TED: one 
can enjoy what Shaw and Willis wrote despite not recognizing the individuals being 
laapcsoned because the stereotypes are sufficiently general,. Your own odyssey, it 
seemed to ne, was a bit too personal to have the sam degree of lasting interest.) 
PS. I’m 5'7''.

/Yas, a tot oT inter has gene crater ste bridge in three years, sweeping our 
mutual eantty. aw»y with it. (Hike and I me at both the Korldcon mi the 
World Faatssy Con and found Peace with Honour.> .... . ..• I'm kicking agaelf far the
mistake ramie in the Susan Wood biography, all the mate so since it was 
supposed to be definitive, and knew that Susan had nothing to do with Kevins 
& Trillim. I he other errors are lens serious, and perhaps more understandable, 
but equally annoying. The omission of Susan's last Hugo was likely due to 
dating, I think I wrote the place before the award was made. Fortunately 
there is a follour-m lettercol.

fypos are another problem that I seem powerless 
to prevent. The namscripts were proofread, then typed by Victoria. They were 
proofread again by me, and numerous corrections made. When typos slip through 
a doable system of checks then one can only blame a supernatural agency and 
admit defeat as gracefully u possible. _ '

In fact there are eight other artists 
'contributing to DUO 34, if you count hugest Dare. But even hare there's an 
error. The table of contents gives ferry Jeeves as the artist of the piece 
with John Berry's eolma, whereas I replaced -his art with a piece-by ATom at ' 
the last minute, n was such a lovely piece and so well suited for the column 
that r couldn't resist throwing my ToC into error. . •

.T have been a triffle 
surprised by the reaction to The Miscarriage of Heaven and Kell so fax. Of 
the six responses to the first collated copies, all have confessed the reader 
lost in th& obsasre references and Sytantine inmiendo. I think, though, that 



the abeerritii of the Miscarriage might be more of a barriar to furs theo other 
people. Ji fan expects to know about fandom, and when presented with something 
he can't sake oat he’s apt to he perplexed. The two non-fans who’ve read the 
Miscarriage seemed to take the obseozities in stride as pure invention./

Richard Bergeron - 5989 Old San Juan Puerto Rico 00905 - - -................................

Surely it has to be one of the aost stunning fantines (visually) I’ve ever Mes. 
A real tour de force, I kid you not. When Cesar came over, I opened the issue 
to the "apple" page and his jaw dropped mt the floor. Surely you could be 
making lots of taero as an art director or freelancing graphic designer. Anyway, 
I have to think back quite a ways to find anything to ceapaie with the quiet 
authority with which you handled the issue and the sure grasp of just td»en to 
1st go with the graphic "splash”. My coq>lisents.

Of the writing, I particularly liked the fanzine review colum. I found ft tad 
a depth of maturity end was considerably stronger in the realization of its 
arguments than Buything I recall fraa you in'File 770, say. Very good. A 
Pleasure to read. The editorial held ay interest at a high level all the way, 
too. Fascinating to find yet another paon to B. West in the fow of a homage 
to the Astral pole. It’s interesting that this pole has been given more 
comment, perhaps, than any other subject in convention reports in the lot 
several years and yet this is the very pole with which US fandom wouldn’t touch 
IA West. Fascinating. - „ . ,,, , ' „ „ ,I found the Miscarriage too arcane even for me. - Perhaps 
state ether day when I’m up to all that Mbition.

/For one tiling, I wouldn't know a !W firosa a Mce-in, so that while I might 
imagine a design, getting an paper is another mttex. I'm frequently 
stymied bg mg t.echniBa.1 limitations. But thanks for the oompliment, As 
a graphic designer gours®If, ^o« most realize sg shortcoming better than 
I is. And though the issue is as a whole svseessfvl ,s« it design:, the 
execution could bare been better, deci I point, out the .inconsistent 
quality of the electnostenoiled pages that wer® vargihglg too .light or 
too'dark. And the Marred Unas throughout:, the Miscarriage t&st marked 
last Minute revisions of the text? Hot only hiss the Perfect Parisi ne yet 
to he published, but also the Perfect. MQ Id./

Dave langford - 94 London Rd, Reading, Berkshire RBI SAM, UK - - - - - ..... - - - -

Really must pause in »y learning-like rush to famish oblivion, and send thanks 
for the Amazing Final DNQ, which was... gosh, 'bloody Hugh, eh? It filled me with 
strange eschatological alarm, when I considered that Ansible is now five issues 
past the burn-out point for dynamic Tarai 5 Victoria. Anyway, naturally I then, 
turned to p.7 in search of snartarse nitpicking cousumts I could make, and sure 
enough you have ne down as contributing in the loc(s) and reprint(s) department 
only. »>at about all that stunning Longford artwork... oops, wrong tine-track. 
What about the "Ian Williams Reveals More About IK Fans" bit which you were the 
first, the very first to publish, for all that it got reprinted over here later. 
Foot, etc. jtl> a f#£Oej though. Yes, I read all the previous 35! Enjoyed, 
them, too. I don’t r«w»ber any of the things you had me saying st Koreascon, 
bat I do romenbex .the places we wet, and the awesome Pole encounter. Of course 
the thing which must be causing you to bite your toenails in alarm at the possible 
response is the Miscarriage of Heaven 6 Hell bit, which I should probably comment 
on in detail, only T think I_need that omitted Introduction. I've never pored 
through old PAPA mailings, T don't re»»»b®r all that much of the Harry Warner 
fanhistories I’ve read, I only acquired The Iwwrtal Stot® this Easter and still 
haven’t got round to reading it, I only have a partial copy of A»SI... by now 
you must be staring the way Hazel did at an "Everything In The Bible Is True!" 
religion-peddler who visited a couple of weeks ago: she eagerly engaged our v 
visitor in controversy about ancient Aramaic source texts, only to learn that 
the evangelist had never even heard of the Apocrypha. So maybe I should defer 
cement until I've worked s bit harder at the subtle bits. „On the whole it was 
fun, though I think your Hell could have done with something of the sheer scale 
and variety of Bante’s, while all the Holmes stuff — though engaging — seessed 
to make the piece break apart in the middle, as thcu^i it sljmsld have been two 
separate chunks of fiafietion. I suspect you could have done better than the 
all too familiar routine of the time-traveller whose superior knowledge is of no 
avail: I mean, here's ® fan, he has a cosmic mind, I'd expect.* new twist from 
him and you, like his taking the opportunity to make over some conte^orary 
Little Magazine into a proto-Amazing, forcing the emergence of fandom itself



ii- tiw thus warping the so wch that (return te plot as
niggles "t sty ^i'kty ccmsmence is that hs4 the £&n rcfer'jne&s 

hsen conte^or^ry I MgM hrwe reacted & lot »« positiwly o4 
me m ewa acolyte of fercio boss, it ws
swsiug. Could be I*® exhausted after gobbling vp all 47 help seres® 47 pages 
when I opened the post this iaoming. You say hear Bare of this, T<££. $t 
should be ready to sHp a year fre® ti®e to tiw, and give sore campaigning 
time* Either that or the W> race should start before the IJK trip! See® sort 
of overlap, anyway,

/k£rt:ually you: haven.91 $:il prelaw 33 issues of 1W until y/ou'w
this issm. things pet complicated still when you r&slis® that 
there 75 i&mxs ,,., „ , . _. .. ,f .your amission fro/s fche list of 
cwtribotorir of ariglml article® w»s certainly a boc^lfoo. Would we fail 
to bo«®t of a Z«®n<?ford article i&tenticwkllu? „ . .. „,* ro^r consents on th®* Kis** 
carriage create intemstJng The pacing saw fU?w4 by
the length of tb& fmt wh&t should h&w b^n cut? Ox should,,
heaven forbid* th& sections -b^n lengthened? I abo&t the
lack of inventiveness on th® psrt of Klim in 19th jswxtwry
Th© point I tried to make w^s that th® average fan is at aZhvaesgt in 
a cliche St' situaticffi t that v&y lik&ly ho1^ in a cliche way. The 
Miscarriage: w no p&em to fwniah OTp®rforitu» • * It was instead an attest 
to jmt it into perspective,. f Klim creating fandew twice would tew-
been a little le^ixnd&ntf would it nob?} The ©wb© holds fox the

of fund of fan h^llt I should thl^:^ There la th®
q^ets^ticn of■ whether this is effective writing though. 1 decline to snsiwexv/

Jk^dm. Carol ~ 44(19 Viwlneld M„ Kmsingtoss MD 20895 ------ -* - - - - - - • 

You should fan your ac acre, lt?s good.
/The irony is th&t to f^n &c more Xfv& got to retire from fan^ine^ for 
a while fcJMt T esn de ^oething to w&k<» urne^. no fanac<.
it's ab^nrexly by and. by 1 erp&ct to do a rine ag&J.n^ Ymipw©
seen n&ntian& of it in or Shift a The fenaer has di&&dv&n^^
such. &ss Em®'#* Z see thoeis- initials 1 and find out that all
the writer BMftt was I>? ^ot Nothing m<. ^ed Shift was the
title I for inures of apasnims that mutated into a per-gentim
with the 7th. The &dvant&g® is that it stakes « store i^mssfw bibliography 
to have 7 issues already under th® belt. T*w b&en thinking and 
more lately ab&ut a fresh sUxt:f fresh title tf^t will also curiously 
r&fer h&ck to my roots as a fan. ^ith &.ny luck the world will know what 
ifve chosien so^tinro nert year./

the dead past
Pete Graham now has s fish tank. W® stared into it for three hours the other night, 
trying to figure out which of the two kissing goranis uas sexier — ms the catfish 
really hemorrhaging or sn ttey born bloody? — was the rater cloudy because it ws 
about to rain in the tank? — ^tr <ii.d the neon tetras blink on and off "Joe’s 
Mner" instead of "Mre Sale"? All the fish sensed happy except the heBorrftaging 
catfish and the trout, who looked a little uncomfortable. I still prefer furry 
things, like coats and kittens. — Carol Carr, Lighthouse 12, 1965

You know what I hate about electric typewriters? They sit there taming at you, 
saying in their quiet sneering way, "write, you slow, dumb slob, write! I’m
waiting; I!m waiting." I find it very annoying. G. Gordon Oewey, who owns an 
electric typewriter in addition to a sterling silver one with revamped keyboard, 
says-ysm get; used to it, but I dunno. What with XCBM's (that always sounds like a 
child finding dirtlM on the rug), aljihAet bombs, push-tatton drives, instant 
coffee, IBM sachiaes that play tunes, stereophonic sound, and Sarlitters at every 
turn, I find life getting complicated. — Hllim Rotsler, .Habakkidt A.l v.3, I960



Inter view uitn

seeking retribution against someone named
■Saara Maar (/?/)

to thank the earth, historian/cinematogra 
pher Yoshinobu Nishizaki for the vast resources 
he has given myself snd other terrans for the 
history of ga^naion lalso known as gorgonj

x had known heslok through s Bambiod companion 
mine who worked with many of the embassy mem- 

in fact ? earth days after his announced 
resignation as leader of the gainmalon peoples, 
and the seating of his childhood companion Tallan 
as chancellor absolute for the Gammaion nation, 
heslok’s main reason for leaving was that he 
felt he was no longer worthy leading the Gamma- 
Ion people, an act or great self admonishment 
similar to Kaiser Wilhelm IT. And, like the
Kaiser, beslok bore his defeat and- failure 
with much dignity the present Interview 
is several weeks old, as of yet he has not 
been seen for the past 4 to 5 days, and

J.C. (myself); Leader Deslok, now that the 
Bambiod regime has provided a homeland for 
the People of Gammalon is there any other 
plans that our readers may know involving 
.your two races (the Bambiods & Gammaions)

Deslok: Yes, much and many more, as you 
well know the Romulans, ourselves (the 

'oammalons) and the Bambiods have for
med the tri-ad federation, this being 
after the betrayal of the Romulans by 
their former allies the Klingons ■ 
(much like gammaion was betrayed by 
the comet empire, and the Bambiods by 
the Dalmirinla).



Ws Gammaions have been treated very much like the cambo- 
dian "boat people." of old Earth in the loth centur-.-; if 
not for the noble Bambioxds my race would have died;

J.C.: I understand that there is much bitterness between 
your people and the Dalmirinla, in particular the Kiola.
Deslok: Yexian! (hell] Yes, much too much! It began 
as a mineral rights dispute between my race and theirs 
and embargoes began, riots, student .protests... I myself 
had not received the chancelry from my dying father (he' 
had contracted radiation poisoning from an Earth satte- 
loid prove that was meant to be friendly) I was as you 
understand still at the academy at this time.
J.C.: the Bambioids tried trading with the Kjola as 
well and were also embargoes for little or no'reason.

Deslok: Yes, the Kjola are a proud and stubborn race, 
this many times has been there in nature as manv things 
of this people, but mind you, if given my choice of 
Enemy, it would be the people of EARTH...
J.C.: Why is this?

Deslok: The people of earth are perhaps H1P 
in the sting of battle, for r. thx * 
they fight nard and believe u *• icmsw 
honour, there will always be 
races of beings, but not as mar i 
ran" folk, to this day, one D r^ck W „ 
of the Argo (officially the s* < x Ut
young man I was proud to call 
am proud to call my friend, yes ie 
have always fought hare arid wv j x fry 1 
hit, humiliate, and escape tactics Qt th" Dir 
Kjolan hords.** 
[ '*hords> in. i.:3inni31GnesQ is like schwein^hundt 

G^tnMLa^ biSeureS-.-w 
"<»« OP W^Pfl2. 04g

or momzer in giddish, and not horde as in

J-C.; Leader Desick, why is it that you a: 
your office over to your friend Tallan?

Desick: qUie nahn yoij? (you should ask] The reason 
uhus. As it is, due to my awn misjudgment,

® kftPW/i FiGHTilKCR«fT,_ 
cfl(4y WPTp'j+’t o(- (Wiof Gamcmlou

rags, and bittern 
and her peoples 
endless agony:

, I had plunged Gammalon 
o wells of anguish and

I am perhaps

craft )
buRKkeo

Dfcpuic..

responsible more for gammaion’s
than the Star-fprci 
group and crew of. 
have changed, and 

needs a warrior to 
wisdom, compassion, 
Tallan is all these 

only a soldier, and (
and gammaion no longer need 
Tallan is a just man, and I 
bring more joy and honour b 
and wi11.

So you feel yot

am

; (the special force 
the "Argo"). Time 
gammalon no Longer 
lead her, but a mem of
?.nd great dignity 
things and more,

and

>n?

am

Deslok: in many ways yes, and only a few wa-



f our
That arid a fondness for fine wine.

Do you know that the Kjola were once the highest exporters of 
wines, in this quadrant, and new, the little Ganarfs have out
stripped the Kjola in sales and quality!
J.C.: Speaking of the Ganarfs, and their allies the Cat-Bears 
what is your opinion of them?

Deslok: Well, the ganarfs aren't too brilliant as races go
I’ve rarely known any group of people who disliked them. E' 

I rather like the warmth 
:press, as to the Cat-Beaj 
met a more gracious and

the Kjola have a fondness for them, 
childlike trust and empathy they ex 
next to the Bambiods, I have never 
Intelligent group of peoples.

e any Hobbies and/or pastimes?
and d e v e 1 o pine n t:

Led
-athiss

Thank iTiuoh i«ead

"Another wrangler another score, another victory for truth-, K&h, truth. Just 
th^ usual diplomatic bullshit: 'another propagandist the Kxcept ^ 
this propagandist used ho be Lead&r of GsbosIoh And that wirts,■''

■■ ^nom^smis UUF,

TAlW/-

Hways was,

bai* ’

’o®

to ®e

Wh&n the preceding interview came to my attention T 
truth, though in f^ct there were aspects to it that

accepted it as unquestionable 
I didn't fully understand. X;
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T i u oriesponaan.ee, 
a Beethoven.

thss intezisi; evidence has be&n collected by this editor which brands the interview 
a forgery. This on the mweh beloved Kjola race is the obvious attempt of
another alien agency at propaganda, though for what ends I cannot say. Tt"s to 
he regretted that deadlines prevent me from stopping press and finding a more 
reliable text to substitute for this interview. Unfortunately the only course 
open to me at this late date is to forward copies of Mr. Collin’s figment of 
imagination to the relevant parties and suggest they explore the possibility of 

action against the aether., Xf any -u. ■.he 
are invited to send wh&tever mr.tl or fco-. 

of crisis for io^rn^listic credibility.
tat/w than Dalmirin Legal Pefenre Fund.)

:al support they desire this
hr out

'»Ht>ioiM Herat hsszd of them, and anyway last year’s vintage was exceptional...
-- Saara M&r. attributed to her during 

conversation at a party held at the 
Provisional Dalmirin Consulate.

'We not desert our allies in this,, the shoot-out between the cood guys and 
the evil communist bad guys on Garmaion... or is that the Kremlin?11'

— Ronald Reagun, reputed president 
of the United States and noted 
film star of s westerns.
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